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ABSTRACT

Rubidium and strontium concentrations and strontium
isotopic compositions have been determined for 70 samples of
basalt from 22 volcanoes in the Hawaiian Islands-Emperor
Seamount volcanic chain. The mean 87Sr/86Sr ratios for basalts
of the tholeiitic suite range from 0.70316 to 0.70411 and have a
mean value and standard deviation of 0.70369 ± 0.00028.
Basalts of the alkalic suite show a range from 0.70290 to
0.70394 and have a mean value and standard deviation of
0.70344 ± 0.00026. In addition to the difference between these
two suites, the variations in Sr isotopic composition within
each suite indicate real differences in the Rb/Sr and 87Sr/86Sr
ratios of the source regions from which individual flows were
derived.

The isotopic composition of Sr in tholeiitic basalts erupted
during the past 43 m.y., from Kilauea Volcano on Hawaii to
the Hawaiian-Emperor bend, is relatively uniform; but
87Sr/86Sr ratios decrease systematically from the Hawai-
ian-Emperor bend to 65-m.y.-old Suiko Seamount. This pat-
tern may be related to the difference in age between the
underlying crust and the volcano.

There is essentially no correlation between 87Sr/86Sr and
Rb/Sr for basalts of the Hawaiian-Emperor chain. These data
do not support the concept of a mantle isochron indicating a
time when the source region for the basalts was established.

The source regions for basalts of the Hawaiian-Emperor
chain probably lie within the lithospheric plate; the Hawaiian
hot spot or melting anomaly is probably an energy source that
produced melting in the overlying plate. Variations in Sr
isotopic composition within individual volcanoes and between
volcanoes indicate that the source regions for basalt are quite
heterogeneous in detail.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the volcanic rocks of the Hawaiian Islands
over the last 50 years have provided a wealth of data
that have greatly influenced current concepts of volcan-
ism and of crust and mantle evolution. The Hawaiian
Islands also have figured prominently in development of
certain aspects of plate tectonic theory, particularly the
hot-spot hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, line-
ar volcanic island chains, such as the Hawaiian Is-
lands-Emperor Seamount volcanic chain (Figure 1), are
produced as a crustal plate moves relative to a source of
magma in the asthenosphere. A volcano forms above
the hot spot, is eventually moved away from the magma
source, and a new volcano is formed on the sea floor
behind it. The hypothesis was first proposed by Wilson
(1963a, b) to explain the origin of the Hawaiian Islands
and other northwest-trending island chains in the Pacif-
ic Ocean. He suggested that the source of magma is in

the stable core of a convection cell, and that the source
is moving horizontally more slowly than the near sur-
face part of the cell. Christofferson (1968) subsequently
coined the term "hot spot," which he visualized as a
stationary magma source at the top of an ascending con-
vection current in the mantle. He suggested that vol-
canic islands were produced by magmatic pulsations
from the hot spot. Morgan (1972a, b) further developed
the hypothesis by suggesting that hot spots are the sur-
face manifestations of deep mantle plumes that are
fixed in location relative to each other and provide the
driving force for sea-floor spreading. According to
Morgan, the hot spots are the source of material erupted
as volcanic rocks.

The corollary that the ages of volcanoes in a linear
island chain increase progressively from one end to the
other has been tested extensively in the Hawaiian-Em-
peror Chain by a number of geochronologic studies.
Twenty-seven individual volcanoes are now dated; the
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Figure 1. Generalized map of Hawaiian Islands-Em-
peror Seamount chain, showing locations of 22
volcanoes for which Rb-Sr measurements were made
in this study. A more detailed location map is given
in Jackson et al. (this volume).

results are consistent with an average volcanic propaga-
tion velocity of about 8 cm/year, from the active vol-
cano of Kilauea on the island of Hawaii to 65-m.y.-old
Suiko Seamount in the Emperor Chain (Dalrymple et
al., this volume). In addition, paleomagnetic studies of
basalt drill core from Midway Atoll (Grommé and Vine,
1972), Suiko Seamount (Kono, this volume), and Meiji
Guyot (Marshall, 1978) indicate that the Hawaiian hot
spot has been in the general vicinity of its present lati-
tude for the past 65 m.y., and that the volcanoes have
been carried northwestward by motion of the Pacific
plate relative to the hot spot.

Rb-Sr systematics provide a different type of test of
the Hawaiian hot spot. If, as Morgan suggests, the
source of the magma is a deep mantle plume, then we
would expect the chemistry of the derivative lavas to be
relatively constant through time, or at least to evolve in
a systematic way. The isotopic composition of Sr in
basalts from the Hawaiian-Emperor Chain is a sensitive
indicator of the chemical constancy of the source region
for the basalts that form the Hawaiian-Emperor vol-
canoes. The principal objectives of this study were to
use Sr isotope relationships as a tracer in determining (1)
whether there is a pattern in the Sr isotopic composi-
tions that documents either homogeneity or change in
the source region for Hawaiian volcanic rocks during
the past 65 m.y., and (2) whether there is a difference in
the isotopic composition of Sr in tholeiites and alkalic
basalts from the same volcano that might yield informa-
tion about whether the source regions for the two basalt
types are the same or different.

PREVIOUS Rb-Sr STUDIES OF HAWAIIAN
VOLCANIC ROCKS

Several Hawaiian volcanic rocks were included in
early investigations, most of which were for purposes of
reconnaissance, where radiogenic Sr was used as an iso-
topic tracer to study geologic processes. No detailed
study of the Sr isotope systematics of Hawaiian volcanic
rocks has been undertaken; published data include sam-
ples from only 8 of the 15 volcanoes that comprise the
main Hawaiian Islands.

Approximately 110 Sr isotopic analyses of Hawaiian
volcanic rocks have been reported previously. A number
of these analyses were made by different investigators
on the same samples. Most of the data from rocks of the
tholeiitic and alkalic suites from the main shield volcan-
oes are compiled in Table 1. Results for a few samples
that cannot be related to an individual volcano have
been omitted. Data for the nephelinic basalts of the
Honolulu Volcanic Series on Oahu are not included, be-
cause these rocks are not part of the main shield-build-
ing stage of the volcanoes. Nearly all of the approxi-
mately 30 Sr isotopic measurements on rocks of the
Honolulu Volcanic Series were made in detailed studies
by Powell and DeLong (1966) and Lanphere and Dal-
rymple (in press).

The data in Table 1 have been adjusted to a 87Sr/86Sr
value of 0.7080 for the Eimer and Amend SrCO3 stand-
ard, except for those from two studies where this stand-
ard was not analyzed. Because most data were collected
several years ago, the analytical precision is not up to
present standards. Most of the 87Sr/86Sr ratios for
basalts from seven volcanoes in the main Hawaiian
Islands lie between 0.703 and 0.705, with a few (5)
values lower than 0.703 and a few (3) higher than 0.705
(Figure 2). These data do not show any sytematic dif-
ference in Sr-isotopic composition between basalts of
the tholeiitic and alkalic suites. As a whole, the data
suggest an average 87Sr/86Sr ratio of about 0.704 ±
0.001 for basalts from the main Hawaiian Islands.

SAMPLES STUDIED
Seventy samples of basalt from 22 volcanoes in the

Hawaiian-Emperor chain were analyzed in this study
(Table 2). Locations of these volcanoes are shown
schematically in Figure 1; a more detailed index map of
the Hawaiian-Emperor chain is given in Jackson et al.
(this volume). Macdonald and Katsura (1964) classified
the basalts erupted from volcanoes on the main Hawai-
ian islands into three groups which, in order of eruption
are (1) a tholeiitic suite that forms the bulk (>99%) of
the shield volcanoes, (2) an alkalic suite that forms thin
caps on the shields shortly after caldera collapse, and (3)
a nephelinic suite that is erupted from satellite vents
after a prolonged period (2 to 5 m.y.) of quiescence and
erosion. Basalt samples recovered from the western
Hawaiian Ridge and the Emperor Seamounts are similar
chemically and petrologically to those in the main
Hawaiian Islands (Clague, 1974; Clague et al., 1975;
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TABLE 1
Previous Sr Isotopic Measurements on Basalts from the Hawaiian Islandsa

Volcano
Volcano
Number^ Location Unite Rock Type 87Sr/86srd Ref.e Remarks

Kilauea (Hawaii)

Mauna Loa (Hawaii)

Mauna Kea (Hawaii)

Hualalai (Hawaii)

Kohala (Hawaii)

Haleakala (Maui)

Koolau (Oahu) 12

Waianae (Oahu) 13

—
-
-
—

Kilauea Iki
Kilauea Iki
Kapoho

-
-
-

East rift zone (Submarine)
-
-
-
-

-
-

Kaumana
-
-

-
-
-

Paauilo quarry
Popoo Gulch
S. Popoo Gulch
Popoo Gulch
SW Popoo Gulch

-
-
-
-

Puu Anahula
Puu Waawaa
Puu Anahula
Keauhou Beach
Puu Anahula
Keauhow
Puu Anahula
Puu Waawaa
Keauhow

-

-

Puu Makea
-

-
-

-
-
-
-
-

Makapuu Point
Waiahole Valley
Palolo quarry
Makopuu Head
Kahuku Pali
Waiahole Valley
Makapuu Point
Manoa stream
Opposite Wananapaoa Islet
N. of Kailua junction
S. of Makapuu Head
Pololo quarry
Pololo quarry
Palolo quarry
Nanakuli Valley
Nanakuli Valley

-
Mauna Kuwale

—
Historic (1894)
Historic (1921)
Recent
Historic (1959)
Historic (1959)
Historic (1960)

-
Historic (1955)
Prehistoric
Recent
Prehistoric
Historic (1919)
Historic (1920)
Uwekahuna Laccolith

Historic (1881)
Historic (1881)
Historic (1881)
Historic (1881)
Historic (1919)

_

Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Hamakua Series (?)
Laupahoehoe Series
Laupahoehoe Series
Historic (1800-1801)
Historic (1800-1801)
Historic (1800-1801)
Hualalai Series
Historic (1800-1801)
Hualalai Series
Historic (1800-1801)
Historic(1800-1801)
Hualalai Series
Not identified

Hawi Series
Hawi Series
Hawi Series
Not identified
Hawi Series
Hawi Series

Kula Series
Kula Series
Kula Series
Kula Series
Kula Series

Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Waianae Series
Waianae Series
Waianae Series
Waianae Series

Olivine basalt
Olivine basalt
Basalt glass
Olivine basalt
Basalt
Basalt cinder
Basalt
Basalt
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Olivine basalt
Olivine basalt
Olivine basalt
Gabbro porphyry

Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Olivine basalt

Basalt
Hawaiite
Hawaiite
Hawaiite
Ankaramite
Hawaiite
Hawaiite
Hawaiite
Hawaiite
Picrite basalt
Hawaiite
Andesite
Trachyte
Trachyte glass
Trachyte
Alkali olivine basalt
Trachyte
Alkali olivine basalt
Trachyte
Trachyte
Alkali olivine basalt
Trachyte

Mugearite
Mugearite
Mugearite
Olivine basalt
Andesite
Andesite

Ankaramite
Ankaramite
Hawaiite
Mugearite
Andesite

Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Diabase
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Tholeiite
Quartz dolerite
Vein in quartz dolerite
Quartz dolerite
Tholeiite
Alkalic basalt
Hawaiite
Rhyodacite

0.708
0.7026
0.7033
0.7023
0.7029
0.7051
0.7041
0.7043
0.7040
0.7040
0.7036
0.70378
0.70353
0.70353
0.70365

0.7041
0.7048
0.7037
0.70380
0.70380

0.7033
0.7043
0.7038
0.7041
0.7044
0.7040
0.7050
0.7034
0.7033
0.7034
0.70384
0.70352
0.7051
0.7057
0.7048
0.7036
0.7050
0.7029
0.7035
0.7034
0.70361
0.70440

0.7040
0.7047
0.7034
0.70366
0.70356
0.70367

0.7028
0.7039
0.7043
0.7045
0.7030

0.7047
0.7047
0.7042
0.7045
0.7041
0.70424
0.70429
0.70364
0.70389
0.70414
0.70439
0.7047
0.7041
0.70399
0.70314
0.70329
0.70354
0.70309

1
2
2
2
3
4
4
6
9
9

11
12
12
12
12

5
7
8

12
12

2
4
4
4
5
5
7
8
9
9

12
12

4
4
5
5
7
8
9
9

12
12

4
4
9

12
12
12

4
8
8

8

8
8
8
8
9

10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5

10

10
lü
10
10

Average of 5 measurements on one sample.

Average value for 3 samples.

Not adjusted to a standard.
Average value for 2 samples.

Average value for 4 samples

Not adjusted to a standard.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.

Not adjured to a standard.
Not adjusted to a standard.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.

Average value for 2 samples.
Average value for 2 samples.
Not adjusted to a standard.
Not adjusted to a standard.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.

Average of 2 measurements on one sample.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.
Average of 6 measurements on one sample.
Average of 6 measurements on one sample.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.
Not adjusted to a standard.
Not adjusted to a standard.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.

Average of 2 measurements on one sample.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.
Average of 2 measurements on one sample.

aResults for Honolulu Volcanic Series, Oahu not included. See Powell and DeLong (1966) and Lanphere and Dalrymple (in press).
^From Barger and Jackson (1974).
cSamples assigned to map series where possible.
d86sr/88gr ratios normalized to a value of 0.1194. 87gr/86sr ratios adjusted to a value of 0.7080 for Eimer and Amend SrCOß standard, except where noted.
eReferences: 1 - Gast(1960) 7 - Powell et al. (1965)

2 - Faure and Hurley (1963) 8 - Bence (1966)
3 - Hedge and WalthaU (1963) 9 - Hedge (1966)
4 - Lessing and Catanzaro (1964) 10 - Powell and DeLong (1966)
5 -Hamilton (1965) 11 - Hart (1973)
6 - Heier et al. (1965) 12 - 0'Nionset al. (1977)
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Clague et al., this volume). The basalt samples in this
study include 37 from the tholeiitic suite, 28 from the
alkalic suite, and 5 from the nephelinic suite. Both
tholeiitic and alkalic basalts were analyzed from 8
volcanoes. Twenty-eight of the samples are from out-
crop, 22 are from dredge hauls, and 20 are from drill
cores. Three of the latter group are from Midway Atoll
(Ladd et al., 1967, 1970); the other 17 are from sites
drilled during DSDP Leg 55.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

The size of samples varied considerably. For samples
from DSDP Leg 55, approximately 70 g of basalt was
powdered and a split of about 5 g used for K2O, Rb, and
Sr measurements. For the HIG, TSDY, and A7 suites,
Rb and Sr measurements were made on aliquants,
weighting several grams, that were split from powdered
material used for other chemical analyses. For the re-
maining samples, 25 g or more of basalt were powdered
and used for Rb and Sr measurements. The samples of
basalt were pulverized to less than 0.074 mm. Rb con-
centrations were measured by X-ray fluorescence or
atomic absorption spectrophotometry; Sr concentra-
tions were measured by either X-ray fluorescence,

atomic absorption spectrophotometry, or isotope di-
lution. For Rb measurements, the standard deviation of
analytical precision is estimated to be about ±6.8 per
cent for samples analyzed by W. P. Doering (Doering,
1968), ±3 per cent for those .analyzed by D. A. Clague
(Clague, 1974), and ±2 ppm if Rb < 15ppmand 3ppm
if Rb > 15ppm for samples analyzed by J. Morris. For
Sr measurements, the standard deviation of analytical
precision is estimated to be about ±6.5.per cent for
samples analyzed by W. P. Doering using X-ray fluor-
escence (Doering, 1968), ±3 per cent for samples
analyzed by D. A. Clague using atomic absorption spec-
trophotometry (Clague, 1974), and ±1 per cent for
samples analyzed by A. L. Berry using isotope dilution.

The isotopic composition of Sr was measured on
unspiked aliquants of the powdered basalt. Mass spec-
trometry was done with an automated 30.48-cm-radius,
90°-sector, single-collector instrument utilizing a triple-
filament source and digital data acquisition.

The measured 86Sr/88Sr ratios were normalized to a
value of 0.1194 to determine the instrumental discrimin-
ation. Half this discrimination correction was applied to
the measured 87Sr/86Sr ratios to obtain normalized
ratios. The normalized 87Sr/86Sr ratios were then ad-
justed to a value of 0.71014 for the NBS 987 SrCO3

standard, which is the value obtained on the same mass
spectrometers which yield a value of 0.7080 for the older
Eimer and Amend SrCO3 standard. Twenty analyses of
the NBS 987 standard made during the course of this
study yielded a mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.71023 with a
standard deviation of 0.00011 and a standard deviation
of the mean of 0.00002. Each Sr composition data set
for a basalt sample consisted of 12 mass scans which
then were averaged and corrected for discrimination.
An individual experiment generally consisted of 2 to 4
data sets (that is, n = 2 to 4). The 87Sr/86Sr ratio for an
experiment (Table 2) is the mean of the values for in-
dividual data sets, and the error is the square root of the
sum of the squares of the standard deviations of individ-
ual data sets divided by the number of data sets. For ex-
ample^the basic data for Sample 430A-4-2, 110-118 cm,
from Ojin Seamount, are as follows:

Data Set 87Sr/86Sr
1 0.70346 ±28
2 0.70357 ±14
3 0.70356 ±19

For this analysis, n is 3 and the mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio and
standard deviation are 0.70353 ± 12.

Replicate measurements were made on 9 samples;
each of these analyses represents a separate dissolution
of powdered basalt. The total spread in the 87Sr/86Sr
ratio for these replicate measurements ranged from
0.00001 to 0.00036, and for 7 of the 9 samples was less
than 0.00013. The 87Sr/86Sr ratios for these 9 samples
are weighted mean values calculated by weighting in-
dividual measurements by the inverse of their estimated
variances. Probably the best estimate of precision is the
pooled estimate of standard deviation which, for the 9
samples having replicate measurements, is 0.015 per
cent or ±0.00011 in the 87Sr/86Sr ratio, the same value
obtained for replicate measurements of the NBS 987
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Figure 2. Previously published 87Sr/86Sr ratios plotted
against distance from Kilauea Volcano measured
along trend of Hawaiian Islands. Rocks of the neph-
elinic suite are not included. Filled symbols indicate
there are two or more samples at that datum.
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standard. Replicate measurements generally were made
if the initial measurement had a large analytical uncer-
tainty or if the strontium isotopic composition was
substantially different from that of other basalts from
the same volcano. Thus, the population of replicate
analyses is not an ideal one for establishing an estimate
of precision, and precision may be somewhat better. A
more realistic estimate of precision probably is the pool-
ed estimate of standard deviation of the 7 samples hav-
ing a difference in 87Sr/86Sr ratio of less than 0.00013.
The pooled estimate of standard deviation for these 7
samples is 0.007 per cent or ±0.00005 in the 87Sr/86Sr
ratio.

Age corrections, based on the K-Ar age of each
volcano (Dalrymple et al., this volume) were applied to
the adjusted 87Sr/86Sr ratios of the three samples having
Rb/Sr ratios greater than 0.1.

RESULTS

The range in rubidium and strontium concentrations
and Rb/Sr ratios for the three volcanic suites (Table 2)
are as follows:

Rb(ppm) Sr(ppm) Rb/Sr
Tholeiitic Suite 0-19.1 206-484 0-0.048
Alkalic Suite 4.4-95 380-1681 0.010-0.062
Nephelinic Suite 8-95 75-640 0.031-0.148
Sample A7-43-33, a nepheline phonolite of the alkalic
eruptive stage from Kökö Seamount was not included.
87Sr/86Sr ratios for the tholeiitic suite fall in the range
0.70316 ± 10 to 0.70411 ± 8, for the alkalic suite,
0.70290 ± 15 to 0.70394 ± 9, and for the nephelinic
suite, 0.70351 ± 19 to 0.70443 ± 22. The mean value
and standard deviation for the 37 tholeiites are 0.70369
± 0.00028, and for the 27 alkalic basalts are 0.70344 ±
0.00026.

DISCUSSION

Evaluation of the Sr isotopic composition data can be
done at several different levels to get at the objectives
listed earlier. These levels include (1) variation within a
single suite, either tholeiitic or alkalic, from an in-
dividual volcano, (2) differences between the tholeiitic
and alkalic suites from an individual volcano, (3) varia-
tion within either the tholeiitic or alkalic suites along the
entire Hawaiian-Emperor chain, and (4) differences be-
tween the alkalic and tholeiitic suites along the chain.
The sample populations for the first two levels, in par-
ticular, are quite small, but some inferences can be
drawn.

Three or more basalts from a single suite were ana-
lyzed for six different volcanoes. The standard devia-
tion of the 87Sr/86Sr ratios ranges from 0.00003 to
0.00044. The standard deviations of 8 tholeiites from
Koolau Volcano, 4 alkalic basalts from Kδkö Seamount
(volcano no. 74), and 5 tholeiites from Suiko Seamount
are greater than 0.00010, and for these three volcanoes
it appears that the variations in 87Sr/86Sr ratios reflect
small heterogeneities in the source region beneath the
volcanoes.

For the entire group of basalts from the Hawai-
ian-Emperor chain there is a small but significant (at

the 99% confidence level) difference in mean strontium
composition between the tholeiites and the alkalic ba-
salts. Histograms of these results are shown in Figure 3.
It is obvious from Figure 3 that the strontium isotopic
compositions of the two basalt suites do not form nor-
mal distributions. However, the means of the samples
will have an approximately normal distribution accord-
ing to the central limit theorem. Thus, differences in
means can be tested using standard statistical methods.
Derivation of the two basalt types from different source
regions in the mantle is a simple way to interpret the dif-
ferences in mean strontium compositions of the two
suites. This conclusion may not be valid, however,
because it entails pooling data for volcanic rocks de-
rived over a period of 65 m.y. from a source or sources
as yet poorly defined. These ambiguities are removed by
separately considering the data for tholeiites and alkalic
basalts from each volcano.

The 87Sr/86Sr ratios for alkalic basalts from two
volcanoes, Kohala and Waianae in the main Hawaiian
Islands, an unnamed seamount (volcano no. 20) west of
Nihoa Island, and Suiko Seamount, are lower than the
ratios for tholeiites from the same volcano. There is no
difference in 87Sr/86Sr in the two rock suites from Mid-
way Island and Kδkö Seamount (volcano no. 74).
Alkalic basalts from Daikakuji and Ojin Seamounts
have higher 87Sr/86Sr ratios than tholeiites. The mean
87Sr/86Sr ratios and standard deviations for these eight
volcanoes, with the number of rock samples in paren-
theses, are as follows:

Tholeiitic Suite Alkalic Suite
Kohala
Volcano 0.70380 ± 6 (2) 0.70344 ± 12 (2)
Waianae
Volcano 0.70388 ± 10 (2) 0.70375 ± 6 (2)
Volcano
No. 20 0.70407 ± 13 (1) 0.70332 ± 17 (1)
Midway
Island 0.70375 ± 18 (1) 0.70372 ± 6 (2)
Daikakuji
Seamount 0.70375 ± 14 (1) 0.70390 ± 4 (2)
Kökö Sea-
mount 0.70319 ± 22 (1) 0.70327 ± 23 (3)
(volcano
no. 74)

Ojin Sea-
mount 0.70333 ± 28 (1) 0.70349 ± 4 (4)
Suiko Sea-
mount 0.70324 ± 7 (5) 0.70313 ± 15 (4)
The number of samples from any single volcano is too
small to determine with certainty whether the small
isotopic differences reflect differences in the source
regions of the two basalt types. The Sr isotopic data, as
a whole, are consistent with the hypothesis that both
tholeiitic and alkalic basalt liquids of a single volcano
are derived from a source region having approximately
the same Rb/Sr ratio and Sr isotopic composition. As
discussed below, however, the Sr isotopic composition
of the source region for the Emperor Seamounts is dif-
ferent from that of the Hawaiian Ridge. Tatsumoto
(1978) concluded that Pb isotopic variations in tholeiitic
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Sample
No.

1D515-1
8X002-1

1D615-3
1D659-3

72M036
72M048
71WAIK-8F
71WAIK-10F
71WMOL-1

71WMOL-3
5X767-1
5X108-2
5X323-1
5X301-0

65MAKI-1

65PB-2

65SAL-26
65KAPAA-4
5X667-3

5X713-2
5X197
5X341-2
1D858-3
1D872-2

8G104
8G141-2
72HIG-51-3
72HIG-51-4
72HIG-49-1

LPP-W-20
LPP-W-30
72HIG-37-1
72HIG-37-2B
R-1189

TABLE 2
Rb and Sr Concentrations and Sr Isotopic Compositions for Basalts from the Hawaiian-Emperor Chain

Volcano or
Seamount

Kilauea (Hawaii)
Kilauea (Hawaii)

Kohala (Hawaii)
Kohala (Hawaii)

Kohala (Hawaii)
Kohala (Hawaii)
East Molokai
East Molokai
West Molokai

West Molokai
Koolau (Oahu)
Koolau (Oahu)
Koolau (Oahu)
Koolau (Oahu)

Koolau (Oahu)

Koolau (Oahu)

Koolau (Oahu)
Koolau (Oahu)
Waianae (Oahu)

Waianae (Oahu)
Waianae (Oahu)
Waianae (Oahu)
Kauai
Kauai

Nihoa
Nihoa
Unnamed seamount
Unnamed seamount
Unnamed seamount

La Perouse Pinnacles
La Perouse Pinnacles
Gardner Pinnacle
Gardner Pinnacle
Midway Island

Volcano
No .a

1
1

5
5

5
5

10
10
11

11
12
12
12
12

12

12

12
12
13

13
13
13
14
14

17
17
20
20
21

26
26
30
30
52

Lat. (N)

19°28.8'
19°25.2'

20°07.2'
20° 07.2'

20° 04.7'
20° 08.0'
21°10.9'
21°10.9'
21°09.1'

21°09.6'
21°18.6'
21°18.6'
21°22.8'
21°22.8'

21°18.9'

21°19.1'

21°22.0'
2T23.0'
21° 24.0'

21°24.0'
21°21.0'
21°20.4'
21°59.4'
21°59.4'

23°03.6'
23° 03.4'
23° 15.0'
23°15.0'
23° 20.9'

23°46.0'
2 3° 46.0'
25° 13.3'
25° 13.3'
28° 15.5'

Long.

154°54.0'W
155°18.0'W

155°35.4'W

155°46.0'W
155°33.4'W
156°56.1'W
ISÓ^ÓΛ
156°58.0'W

157°14.0'W
157°39.4'W
15 7° 39.4'W
157°54.6'W
157°54.6'W

157°50.0'W

157°50.7'W

158°54.1'W
158°46.6'W
158°07.2'W

158°07.2'W
158°06.6'W
i58°33.o'w

159°43.2'W

161°55.7'W
161°55.4'W
163°06.1'W
163°06.1'W
163°33.8'W

166°15.8'W
166°15.8'W
167°51.4'W
167°51.4'W
177°22.0'W

Unit

Historic (1790)
Puna Series

Polulu Series
Polulu Series

Hawi Series
Hawi Series

_
_
-

_

Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Koolau Series

Koolau Series

Koolau Series

Koolau Series
Koolau Series
Waianae Series

Waianae Series
Waianae Series
Waianae Series
Napali Formation
Napali Formation

_

—
_

-

_

_
_
-
-

Rock Typeb

Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)

Tholeüte (O)
Tholeiite (O)

Alkalic basalt (O)
Alkalic basalt (O)
Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)

Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)

Tholeiite (O)

Tholeiite (O)

Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)
Tholeiite (O)

Tholeiite (O)
Alkalic basalt (0)
Alkalic basalt (0)
Tholeiite (0)
Tholeiite (0)

Tholeiite (0)
Tholeiite (0)
Alkalic basalt (D)
Tholeiite (D)
Olivine basalt (D)

Tholeiite (0)
Tholeiite (0)
Alkali olivine basalt (D)
Alkali olivine basalt (D)
Hawaiite (C)

Rb c

(ppm)

8.1
7.5

1.4
1.0

48.2
4.4
6.4
6.8

19.1

8.3
0
0.7
0.4
1.8

1.5

0.2

6.3
15.9

2.2

8.0
10.9
33.6

4.2
1.3

2.6
0.4

20
2
6

6.4
6.5
9

11
36

Sr<=
(ppm)

327
346

262
206

1681
437
339
330
402

396
376
351
451
437

418

461

484
443
411

422
665
836
327
324

262
212
880
340
460

288
293
510
550
640

Rb/Sr

0.025
0.022

0.005
0.005

0.029
0.010
0.019
0.021
0.048

0.021
0
0.002
0.001
0.004

0.004

0.0004

0.013
0.036
0.005

0.019
0.016
0.040
0.013
0.004

0.010
0.002
0.023
0.006
0.013

0.022
0.022
0.018
0.020
0.056

87Sr/86srd

0.70379 ± 7
0.70348 ± 11
0.70348 ± 43
0.70345 ± 28
0.70348 ±17

0.70374 ± 13
0.70377 ± 16
0.70390 ± 11
0.70386 ±10

0.70357 ± 11
0.70332 ± 34
0.70372 ± 9
0.70365 ± 18
0.70411 ±8

0.70409 ± 23
0.70368 ± 26
0.70407 ± 12
0.70406 ± 12
0.70389 ± 14

0.70362 ± 24
0.70358 ± 18
0.70359 ± 15

0.70376 ± 17
0.70365 ± 14
0.70369 ±11

0.70412 ± 22
0.70365 ± 20
0.70380 ± 9
0.70371 ± 18

0.70378 ±10

0.70399 ± 12
0.70381 ± 16
0.70369 ± 12
0.70373 ± 23
0.70369 ± 13

0.70379 ± 20
0.70364+ 13
0.70332 ± 17
0.70407 ± 13
0.70353 ± 10

0.70393 ± 13
0.70372 ± 8
0.70324 ± 14
0.70336 ± 10
0.70379 ± 21
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R-1214
R-1625
TSDY3-2-6
TSDY3-2-14

TSDY3-2-16
TSDY3-2-22
TSDY3-2-30
A7-55-25
A7-55-29

A7-55-32

A7-53-11
A7-52-50

A7-43-13
A7-43-33
A7-43-51
A7-43-82

A7-43-89
A 7-44-5
A7-44-11
430A-4-2, 110-118 cm
430A-5-1, 21-27 cm

430A-6-3, 52-63 cm
430A-6-4, 7-15 cm
430A-6-4, 140-150 cm
432A-2-3, 37-43 cm
432A-3-2, 120-126 cm

432A-5-2, 57-66 cm
433A-20-1, 30-36 cm
433A-21-4, 129-138 cm
433B-5-2, 61-68 cm
433C-4-1, 25-28 cm

433C-15-6, 16-31 cm
433C-17-1, 69-82 cm
433C-28-2, 73-80 cm
433C-29-2, 94-100 cm
433C-31-1, 28-34 cm

Midway Island
Midway Island
Unnamed seamount
Unnamed seamount

Unnamed seamount
Unnamed seamount
Unnamed seamount
Daikakuji Seamount
Daikakuji Seamount

Daikakuji Seamount

Yuryaku Seamount
Kimmei Seamount

Koko Seamount
Koko Seamount
Koko Seamount
K5kö Seamount

Kökö Seamount
Kökö Seamount
Kökö Seamount
Ojin Seamount
Ojin Seamount

Ojin Seamount
Ojin Seamount
Ojin Seamount
Nintoku Seamount
Nintoku Seamount

Nintoku Seamount
Suiko Seamount
Suiko Seamount
Suiko Seamount
Suiko Seamount

Suiko Seamount
Suiko Seamount
Suiko Seamount
Suiko Seamount
Suiko Seamount

52
52
63
63

63
63
63
67
67

67

69
72

74
74
74
74

74
77
77
81
81

81
81
81
86
86

86
90
90
90
90

90
90
90
90
90

28° 15.5'
28° 15.5'
29° 49.7'
29°49.7'

29°49.7'
29° 49.7'
29°49.7'
32° 08.2'
32° 08.2'

32°08.2'

32°43.2'
33°44.0'

34° 46.7'
34°46.7'
34°46.7'
34°46.7'

34°46.7'
35°34.9'
35°34.9'
37°59.3'
37°59.3'

37°59.3'
37°59.3'
37°59.3'
41°20.0'
41°20.0'

4T20.0'
44°46.6'
44° 46.6'
44°46.6'
44°46.6'

44°46.6'
44°46.6'
44°46.6'
44°46.6'
44°46.6'

177 22.0'W
177°22.0'W
179°03.7'W
179°03.7'W

179°03.7'W
179°03.7'W
179°03.7'W
172°15.7'E
172°15.7'E

172°15.7'E

172°12.1'E
171°36.1'E

171°49.8'E
171°49.8'E
171°49.8'E
171°49.8'E

171°49.8'E
170°57.2'E
170°57.2'E
170°35.9'E
170°35.9'E

170°35.9'E
170°35.9'E
170°35.9'E
170°22.7'E
170°22.7'E

170°22.7'E
17O°O1.3'E
170°01.3'E
17O°O1.3'E
170°01.2'E

170°01.2'E
170°01.2'E
170°01.2'E
170°01.2'E
170°01.2'E

Mugearite(C) 53 860 0.062
Tholeiite(C) -
Alkalic basalt (D) 13 420 0.031
Limburgite (D) 8 75 0.107

Alkalic basalt (D) 23 440 0.052
Analcime Tephrite (D) 32 555 0.058
Hawaiite(D) 95 640 0.148
Alkalic basalt (D) 22 595 0.037
Tholeiite(D) 7 340 0.021

Alkali olivine basalt (D) 8 665 0.012

Tholeiitic or transitional basalt (D) 15 330 0.045
Feldspar phyric basalt (D) 16 550 0.029

Alkalic basalt (D) 12 380 0.032
Nepheline phonolite (D) 220 18.4 11.99
Tholeiite(D) 8 289.4 0.028
Alkahc basalt (D) 28 980 0.029

Hawaiite(D) 30 217.1 0.014
Tholeiite(D) 10 365 0.027
Tholeiite(D) 13 360 0.036
Hawaiite(C) 33 634.8 0.052
Hawaiite(C) 29 667.5 0.043

Hawaiite(C) 25 641.3 0.039
Hawaiite(C) 30 608.8 0.049
Tholeiite(C) 6.0 427.2 0.014
Alkalic basalt (C) 26 650.2 0.040
Alkahc basalt (C) 22 522.7 0.042

Alkahc basalt (C) 21 490.0 0.043
Alkahc basalt (C) 21 430.5 0.049
Alkahc basalt (C) 16 379.5 0.042
Alkalic basalt (C) 19 392.1 0.048
Alkahc basalt (C) 18 351.8 0.051

Tholeiite(C) 1.6 305.4 0.005
Tholeiite(C) 5.1 295.8 0.017
Tholeiite(C) 6.7. 294.0 0.023
Tholeiite(C) 6.9 298.2 0.023
Tholeiite(C) 5.2 327.4 0.016

0.70366 ± 8
0.70375 ± 18
0.70373 ± 15
0.70437 ± 22d

0.70460 ± 38d

0.70443 ± 22

0.70394 ± 9
0.70351 ± 19
0.70351 ± 12d

0.70386 ± 24
0.70375 ± 14

0.70397 ± 15
0.70393 ± 8
0.70394 ± 9

0.70361 ± 15
0.70305 ± 15
0.70341 ± 24
0.70315 ±14

0.70359 ± 30
0.70417 ± 14d

0.70319 ±22
0.70308 ± 14
0.70307 ± 14
0.70308 ± 10

0.70313 ± 17
0.70353 ± 11
0.70367 ± 17
0.70353 ± 12
0.70349 ± 7

0.70343 ± 32
0.70351 ±24
0.70333 ± 28
0.70335 ± 25
0.70334 ± 27

0.70347 ± 13
0.70290 ± 15
0.70308 ± 10
0.70323 ± 14
0.70330 ± 31

0.70316 ± 10
0.70326 ± 12
0.70324 ± 12
0.70336 ± 16
0.70321 ± 16

aFrom Barger and Jackson (1974).
t>O = outcrop, D = dredge, C = core.
cSr concentrations in italics measured by isotope dilution. Other Sr concentrations and all Rb concentrations measured by X-ray fluorescence, except for analyses by D. A. Clague made by
atomic absorption. Analysts were as follows: isotope dilution, A. L. Berry and M. A. Lanphere; atomic absorption, D. A. Clague - HIG, Midway, TSDY, and A7 suites; X-ray fluorescence
- HIG, Midway, TSDY, and A7 suites; J. Morris, DSDP samples; W. Doering, remainder.

d86sr/88sr ratios normalized to a value of 0.1194. 87s r/86s r ratios adjusted to a value of 0.71014 for NBS 987 SrCθ3 standard. Age corrections to adjusted 87sr/86§r r atios on basis of K-Ar
ages. Values in italics are weighted mean values for replicate measurements calculated by weighting individual measurements by the inverse of their estimated variances. Errors are estimated
standard deviations of analytical precision.
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X = 0.70369±27

Tholeiitic Suite

X = 0.70344±26

0.7030 0.7032 0.7034 0.7036

87Sr/86Sr

0.7038 0.7040

and alkalic basalts from the five volcanoes on the island
of Hawaii indicate that the basalts originate from the
same source region or closely related source regions,
and that the alkalic basalts are fractionation products of
tholeiitic magma. The Sr isotopic data are not compati-
ble with this latter conclusion.

The five basalts of the nephelinic suite (Clague et al.,
1975) probably have no direct relation to construction
of the shield volcano (no. 63 of Bargar and Jackson,
1974) from which the samples were dredged if these
nephelinic basalts were formed in a manner analogous
to the Honolulu Volcanic Series on Oahu. K-Ar ages in-
dicated that the Honolulu Series basalts were erupted
from vents at least a million years after the shield-
building volcanism had ceased (Lanphere and Dal-
rymple, in press). The 87Sr/86Sr ratios of nephelinic
basalts of the Honolulu Series are lower than ratios of
tholeiites from the Koolau shield volcano. Relations of
the five nephelinic basalts analyzed in this study are not
as clear. Two of them have high Rb/Sr ratios (Table 2),
and an age correction had to be applied to the measured
87Sr/86Sr ratios. The corrections were -0.00092 and
-0.00038 for TSDY 3-2-14 and TSDY 3-2-30, respec-
tively. Making an age correction adds additional uncer-
tainty to the initial Sr composition, but this is not
serious for these two samples. Since all the nephelinic
basalts are from one volcano, it is not possible to
characterize this suite as a group comparable to the
tholeiitic and alkalic suites.

A question to ask is whether the variation in Sr
isotopic compositions within the tholeiitic and alkalic
suites represents real geological differences or merely
analytical scatter. This can be tested by comparing the
standard deviation of the 87Sr/86Sr ratios for each suite
against the estimate of analytical precision (the pooled
estimate of standard deviation for replicate measure-
ments), using an F-test. The test results indicate that, at
the 99 per cent confidence level, the variations in Sr
isotopic composition of both suites are geological, not
analytical. That is, although the source regions for the
basalts may be similar in isotopic composition, the
source regions for individual volcanoes and even in-
dividual flow units have variable 87Sr/86Sr ratios.

A plot of 87Sr/86Sr versus distance from Kilauea
(Figure 4) shows some interesting characteristics. In
general, the 87Sr/86Sr ratios are reasonably uniform in
basalts along the Hawaiian Islands from Kilauea to the
Hawaiian-Emperor bend, ranging only from about
0.7036 to 0.7040. Basalts on the Emperor Seamounts
north of the bend, however, have 87Sr/86Sr ratios that
are significantly lower, ranging from about 0.7032 to
0.7035. This relationship is shown diagramatically for
the tholeiites in Figure 5, where an envelope has been ar-
bitrarily drawn through the maximum and minimum
87Sr/86Sr ratios measured on samples from an individual
volcano. Data from this study and from Hart (1973) and
O'Nions et al. (1977) are included in Figure 5. Results
from other studies are not included, because of lower
analytical precision. In the main Hawaiian Islands, the
envelope is irregular, reflecting both a greater density of
volcanoes and significant differences in Sr isotopic com-
position between adjacent volcanoes. The envelope is
relatively smooth from La Perouse Pinnacles north-
westward along the Hawaiian-Emperor chain.

The systematic change in the isotopic composition of
Sr in basalts northward from the Hawaiian-Emperor
bend is a striking feature. About 43 m.y. ago, the direc-
tion of motion of the Pacific plate changed dramatical-
ly, and this produced the bend in the Hawaiian-Em-
peror chain (Dalrymple and Clague, 1976). The Sr
isotopic data suggest that the 87Sr/86Sr ratios increased
between 65 and 43 m.y. ago, when they reached the level
that remained about the same as that at present. This
pattern must reflect changes in the chemistry of the
source region from which the basalts were derived. The
age difference between the volcanoes and the oceanic
crust on which they were built offers a possible explana-
tion. Unfortunately, there are no magnetic anomaly
lineations in the vicinity of most of the Hawaiian Ridge
and Emperor Seamounts. However, the synthesis of
Hilde et al. (1976) and their late Mesozoic sea-floor
spreading model and the reconstruction of Jackson et
al. (1978) permit some speculation. The difference in
age between volcano no. 63 and the underlying oceanic
crust is about 80 m.y., the same difference at the
Hawaiian-Emperor bend is about 70 m.y., and the dif-
ference at the island of Hawaii is about 90 m.y. This dif-
ference seems to decrease progressively along the Em-
peror Seamounts. For example, the difference in age at
Suiko Seamount is about 30 m.y. and at Meiji Guyot is
less than 20 m.y. This indicates that the Emperor Sea-
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Figure 3. Histograms of the 87Sr/86Sr ratios of 37 thol-
eiites and 27 alkalic basalts from the Hawaiian-Em-
r>prnr chain
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Figure 4. Plot of 87Sr/86Sr ratios as a function of distance from Kilauea Volcano
measured along trend of Hawaiian Islands and Emperor Seamounts. Filled sym-
bol indicates there are two samples at that datum.

Figure 5. The range of87Sr/86Sr ratios in tholeiites as a
function of distance from Kilauea volcano. The
shaded area is an envelope about minimum and max-
imum values measured on tholeiites from individual
volcanoes on which at least two samples of tholeiitic
basalt were analyzed. Data included are from this
study, Hart (1973), and O'Nions et al. (1977).

mounts were formed closer to a spreading center than
volcanoes on the Hawaiian Ridge, and that, within the
Emperor chain, the northern volcanoes were formed
closer to a spreading center then the southern volcanoes.
Suiko Seamount, for example, probably was formed
only about 500 km south of the spreading center along

the Kula Ridge (Kono, this volume). The 87Sr/86Sr ratios
of basalts from the Emperor Seamounts change
progressively from values typical of basalts on the Ha-
waiian Ridge to values in the direction of mid-ocean
ridge basalts (MORB), which typically have 86Sr/86Sr ra-
tios less than 0.703. These data imply that the Sr isotop-
ic composition in basalts from volcanoes formed closer
to the spreading center was, in some fashion, influenced
by the age and perhaps thickness of the crust on which
the volcanoes were constructed, or by the distance from
the spreading ridge.

If it is assumed that the change in Sr isotopic com-
position in basalts of the Emperor Seamounts continues
northward, then the predicted 87Sr/86Sr ratios of basalts
erupted from a volcano located at the spreading center
would be 0.7030 to 0.7032. Sr isotopic compositions of
this order have been measured for basalts from Iceland
(Hart et al, 1973), a locus of oceanic island volcanism
located on an active spreading center. In the Azores
Islands east of the Mid-Atlantic ridge, basalts erupted
farther from the ridge have higher 87Sr/86Sr ratios than
basalts erupted nearer the ridge (White et al., 1975).

The locus of volcanism at the southeastern end of the
Hawaiian Islands is the type example of a "hot spot."
Although the hypothesis that the hot spot is the surface
expression of a thermal plume (Morgan 1972a, b) has
received perhaps the most attention, other ideas about
the nature of the Hawaiian melting anomaly have been
outlined. These include, among others, propagating
fractures (Betz and Hess, 1942; Jackson and Wright,
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1970; McDougall, 1971), diapiric upwelling (Green,
1971), shear melting (Shaw, 1973), and shear melting
stabilized by a downward moving plume of refractory
material (gravitational anchor) (Shaw and Jackson,
1973). All of these ideas can be grouped according to
whether the melting anomaly is located in the deep man-
tle, in the asthenosphere, or in the lithosphere.

Narrow plumes of material rising from deep in the
mantle might be expected either to be chemically homo-
geneous or to change only very slowly, because they
result from convection that should mix large volumes of
mantle material and thus smooth out at least small-scale
variations in composition. If this premise is correct, the
composition of material in the rising plume could
change gradually as a function of time, but rapid varia-
tions should not occur. However, the significant varia-
tions in Sr-isotopic composition between adjacent
volcanoes, particularly in the main Hawaiian Islands,
indicate that the source of the basalt magmas is hetero-
geneous, not homogeneous, on a short-term time scale
and over rather small (intra-hot-spot) distances.

The models involving a melting anomaly in the
asthenosphere do not require the region of melting to be
chemically homogeneous. If the melting region is fixed
relative to the mantle, then the constituents removed
and erupted on the surface must be replenished by some
mechanism involving lateral or vertical flow, or both, in
the asthenosphere. Paleomagnetic evidence cited earlier
requires the Hawaiian melting anomaly to have been
relatively near its present latitude for the past 65 m.y.
The significant variations in the isotopic compositions
of Sr and Pb in oceanic basalts (for example, Tatsumo-
to, 1978) require that the oceanic mantle be hetero-
geneous in Rb/Sr and U/Pb ratios. If the melting anom-
aly is replenished by sampling a heterogeneous mantle,
then the heterogeneities probably would carry through
into the derivative basalts, though the sampling
mechanism might tend to homogenize the source region.

Another potential source of magma is the Pacific
plate itself as it is translated across a melting anomaly in
the asthenosphere. In this case, the melting anomaly
(that is, rising plume) is only an energy source that pro-
vides the heat required to produce melting in the overly-
ing lithospheric plate. Experimental petrologic evidence
for depths at which partial melting occurs to produce
basaltic liquids (for example, Green, 1971) and the
observations of the depth of volcanic tremor beneath
Kilauea Volcano (Eaton, 1962, 1967) are consistent with
magma source within the Pacific plate.

Hedge (1978) recently suggested that the basalts
erupting in the Pacific Ocean basin exhibit a simple
geometric pattern which indicates the presence of areas
of depleted, enriched, and undepleted mantle beneath
the Pacific Ocean. He suggested that many of the
oceanic island basalts, including those from the main
Hawaiian Islands, are derived from a widespread unde-
pleted mantle layer having a 87Sr/86Sr ratio of about
0.7034. This, of course, is a broadly averaged value, be-
cause the 87Sr/86Sr ratios actually measured in basalts
require sizeable variations in the isotopic composition
of Sr in the source region. The data obtained in this

study suggest that the averaging of Hedge tends to ob-
scure the detailed evolution of island chains such as the
Hawaiian-Emperor volcanic chains.

Trace-element and isotopic data have been used as
evidence that the mantle source region for some basalts
has been depleted in LIL elements by previous partial
melting processes. Tatsumoto et al., (1965) first showed
that the Rb/Sr ratios of mid-ocean ridge tholeiitic
basalts were too low to generate the observed 87Sr/86Sr
ratios. They concluded that the source region for the
basalts had been differentiated (that is, depleted in
87Rb) at some time since the mantle was initially
formed. A Rb/Sr ratio of about 0.025 in the mantle
source is required in order to generate the 87Sr/86Sr
ratios measured in Hawaiian basalts. On this basis,
about half the basalts in this study were at least in part
derived from mantle source regions that were depleted
in Rb relative to Sr at some time or times in the past.
The other half have undergone shallow fractionation to
increase the Rb/Sr ratios. But since the overall chemis-
try of the basalts is similar, it probably is safe to infer
that none of the Hawaiian-Emperor basalts was derived
directly from undepleted mantle material.

Numerous workers have noted a positive correlation
between 87Sr/86Sr and Rb/Sr in oceanic island basalts
from several areas (Sun and Hanson, 1975; Brooks et
al., 1976; Duncan and Compston, 1976; Hedge, 1978).
These workers also suggested that this correlation could
be interpreted as a mantle isochron which dates a major
differentiation event of the mantle. The Hawaiian-Em-
peror data do not show this correlation (Figure 6). There
is little variation between 87Sr/86Sr in the Hawaiian-
Emperor basalts, so there is essentially no correlation
between 87Sr/86Sr and Rb/Sr. The correlation coeffi-
cients for the tholeiitic and alkalic suites are -0.094 and
0.008, respectively; the correlation coefficient for the
two suites pooled is -0.163. Even if the concept of
mantle isochrons has merit, the Rb-Sr data from the
Hawaiian Islands and Emperor Seamounts do not cor-
relate in any way which might be interpreted as showing
when the source region for the basalts was established.

CONCLUSIONS

The isotopic composition of Sr in tholeiitic and alkalic
basalts from the Hawaiian Islands and Emperor Sea-

CUM osx> o.θ6

Rb/Sr

0.13 0.14 0.15

Figure 6. Plot of87Sr/86Sr versus Rb/Sr for basalts an-
alyzed in this study. Samples of nephelinic suite are
not included. Filled symbol indicates two samples
plot at the same point. Note break in Rb/Sr scale.
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mounts is relatively uniform on a broad scale. This is
consistent with derivation of the basaltic magmas from
a single source region. On a more detailed scale, how-
ever, the pattern of Sr isotopic data is more compli-
cated. The 87Sr/86Sr ratio in tholeiites increases
systematically from 0.7032-0.7034 at Suiko Seamount
(65 m.y. ago) to 0.7036-0.7038 at the Hawaiian-Em-
peror bend (43 m.y. ago). For the past 43 m.y., the
87Sr/86Sr ratio in tholeiites has remained essentially con-
stant. This pattern of Sr data may be related to the
distance between the position where the volcano was
formed and the active spreading center (Kula Ridge).
Basalts from Suiko Seamount, which formed on young
oceanic crust relatively close to a spreading center, have
87Sr/86Sr ratios tending toward those of MORB,
whereas basalts from volcanoes along the Hawaiian
Ridge, which almost certainly formed on older oceanic
crust farther from a spreading center, have 87Sr/86Sr
ratios characteristic of oceanic islands.

Paleomagnetic evidence indicates that for the past 65
m.y. the Hawaiian melting anomaly (hot spot) has been
near its present location. We think it likely that the
melting anomaly is only a thermal energy source (De-
trick and Crough, 1978) that produced melting in the
overlying lithospheric plate as it moved across the hot
spot. Variations in Sr isotopic composition within in-
dividual volcanoes and between volcanoes indicate that
the source region for the basalts, in this case the
lithospheric plate, was quite heterogeneous on a detailed
scale.
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